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LITERARY MAGAZINE
FALL · 2021

fall term

2021

Greetings, fellow reader.
Welcome to a new academic year. As
we continue on during these curious times,
I hope that the works and creations within
these pages allow you to feel; allow you to
reflect; allow you to grow.
May we continue to share our unique
insights, thoughts, and visions, and through
that, may we become ever closer and
evermore resilient.
I encourage you to continue to feel; to
reflect; to grow. We here at Pathos look
forward to seeing your work, and we look
forward to another year serving our wonderful
creative community.
I’d like to say a thank you to our team:
Claire, Chloe, and Kelly. And a thank you to
Ana for always being around.
Good luck to you in both your academic
and creative pursuits this year.
Let’s continue on together.
See you around,

Bret Steggell

Editor-in-Chief

Claire Miller

Creative Director

Kelly Zatlin

Copy Editor

Chloe Findtner

Social Media Manager

Bret Steggell
Editor-in-chief
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2 · ANGLIN

High Modernism
Matthew Anglin

GARFIELD · 3

SEARCHING FOR THE TRUTH
Spencer Garfield
Vineyards wilt in foreign dwells,
make peace under the moon.
While we shift the atmosphere
the people pray for June.
Wintertime in Bucharest,
black bears retreat to trees.
Extinguishing the human trace
of death to the nth degree.
Perhaps our souls can intertwine
though opposites have their faults.
Locked up rooms fill up their minds,
split oaths stored in a vault.
One can never search for truth.
Honestly, it comes to you.
Mother Goddess shall permit
a trust to see it through.
Seasons pass, the oceans rise,
as all begin to flee.
This manifesto shall commence
a new truth to decree:
From Navajo to Palestine,
the people shall be free!
Uncle Sam retreats to let
the rest of the innocents flee.
Abandon your posts in assembly lines,
corporations can crack under our hope.
Dozens of millions are overworked,
way beyond at the end of their rope.
Let the billionaires’ pockets
run dry as the deserts.
Through the commonwealth we may distribute,
to families cursed by generational trauma—
Colonizer Bill long overdue.
Tear down the walls that make tyrannies thrive,
libera los niños en nuestra frontera.
Teach critical theory to every student,
the American Communist Era.
Our Declaration can wither away
like historical documents do.
A two-party system no longer survives
with the Donkey and Elephant’s views.

4 · BLUMENSHINE

STILL
David Blumenshine
dim memories of beds
and bedrooms with men
with their eldest sons
learning how to teach
me how to get stuck
between knowing that if
I remember it will hurt
and if I can’t recall I am
suspicious of myself.
I got the shoes with new
last names each year. they fit
but also didn’t fit. how can I
allow for vulnerability
while attempting perfection.
I pulled the tag hanging
from the back of the sneakers
down. then up again. down.
then up again, slowly. then
rapidly, waiting for my abilities
to change and they did. just not
how I envisioned it:
dunking on lowered rims
with my tongue out
and all the other games
I loved were ones where
I got to be someone else.
filling in the blanks
with charitable contributions
my body is a wasteland
like the previous line
a small addendum to be
shown how to get forgot.

TUAN · 5

YOU ARE
Aiden Tuan
You are
Minds that are locked under deep frost
There’s no key to the abyss
Of hurried voices that accost
Those that part and return
Before being lost
You are
Flames to my shadow
How many more moths need to burn
Before they cry out
In a moment that never ends
Soon forgotten under ceaseless tides
You are
Waves slicing the ocean
But where is the lighthouse
That guide weathered ships
Sailing in memories of
A calmer past
You are
Clouds of layered sorrow
Tempered by the warm sun
Of days tomorrow
Rolling in the summer night
That I used to know
Perhaps that’s what it means to be free
Because home is wherever

6 · SHERIDAN–TADDEI

All The Places I Never Fit
Rae Sheridan-Taddei, 2021
Acrylic, paper, cold wax on paper

TEEL · 7

THE SAME PLACE
Mandy Teel
Who knows how long it takes		
to get to the same place?

for us

Prices were too much
for the day skin sounds
like the perfect size I occupy,
dim lighting and comfy chairs.
All the way around,
the time I see you, you
love me all the way up.
I’m not sure if I need			

anything else.

8 · GRACE

SURVIVORS GUILT
Saffron Grace
It was Autumn,
October of 1994.
Dry leaves collected in the sidewalk’s cracks.
Decaying testaments to a brighter summer,
the long days when you were a privilege promised,
remembrance of another point in the past,
how they resemble you,
fragile, light, churning under heavy foot.
The peeling paint of your front door on Lispenard Street,
the faded once-vermilion brick,
your skeleton of an apartment,
relics of a life unlived.
In the yellow olive oil scented kitchen,
the stiffness of your spine,
new splittings in old wounds,
the gentle curve of your frown,
bowed lips downturned at their corners,
the presence of warmth in your soft green eyes,
here and then gone, a damp match lit and fizzled
the discomforts you bore,
Atlas shouldering his dark sky alone.
All that went unspoken,
never asked,
never ventured beyond the familiar pines,
never braved the deep sea’s depths
in this fading, hazy October light,
in this murky, distant memory,
my unspent breath haunts me.

SHOMLER · 9

DEBES ENTENDER EL AMOR
Zeke Shomler
Si quieres conocer la humanidad,
debes entender el amor.
La manera en que unas manos
se escogen en la oscuridad,
las canciones que fluyen
inmutables de los infantes,
que fluyen hasta que mueran ellos.
El dar de pan, una mano a otra,
el tomar de agua de la misma fuente.
Si quieres conocer la humanidad,
debes entender porque una mujer cansada,
después de todo, regresa a cuidar sus abuelos,
alimentar sus niños,
dar todo en todo en todo.
Debes conocer el hombre que la dio
sus notas finales para que ella pueda ver a su familia,
y que se sienta, dejado con nada,
y todavía está feliz.

10 · BOZZONE

FIRST LOVE
Kaitlyne Bozzone
I had a dream about the funeral,
how we had lain fully clothed on the wet beach,
as raindrops and waves kissed our cheeks.
You told me the ocean felt grey, and I nodded,
but I thought it felt as blue as your love
and I didn’t brush the sand off your cheek.
The tide crashed into us with a crack and—
a bathtub of gasoline, you and me,
I hold an unlit match over the surface.
Your eyes whisper that your heart’s gone quiet,
and I watch an unmoving clock tick.
I ask, Do you love me?
You answer by lighting the match.
I drop it and feel my brain catch fire,
I can still taste the smoke.
Dearly beloved, I am not the one,
I am only the tears that dampen my hands.
I fall backwards off the building I climbed on
so you could hear me scream.
I’m sorry for both of us you turned out heartless.
I’ll carry the burden.
I smell sea water and gasoline,
but when the wave crashes, only a kitchen,
the clock on the wall moves in silence,
a candle that smells like a new life flickers in the window.
Peaches await teeth to puncture soft flesh.
This is the home I’ve been searching for.
You are not there.

SHERIDAN–TADDEI · 11

When Life Gives You Lemons
Rae Sheridan-Taddei, 2021
Watercolor, colored pencil, acrylic on paper

12 · SHOMLER

LOZENGE
Zeke Shomler
It was like those ants infected with fungus
who suddenly feel compelled to thrust themselves
to treetops and die a glorious death—
when she took a bite of hope, chewed it rubbery
and felt it slide down her greedy throat,
we quickly couldn’t recognize her.
She ran, first, out of the kitchen
door to the back patio screaming about
love and the future
stopping with both ears pointed upward
at the moon and the meatiness of night,
throwing off her shoes and clapping
them together rhythmically:
God has sent himself to live
and not to die, she screamed.
I have sent myself to close
your eyes and obey the demands
of cities not yet built.

BOZZONE · 13

LYCANTHROPIC MELODY
Kaitlyne Bozzone
my heart knows—
what you have done will haunt me,
what i continue to be
will haunt me much more
the loneliest tree in the forest
sits tongue-tied and stares
at the mess i’ve become,
i listen to it weep as the moon changes phases
you once told me
i was the bravest person you knew,
but only a coward denies the inevitable
even when it comes to pass
i cower in roots, in earth,
as the moon and tree whisper
their solemn song of mourning,
and my bones betray my body,
i wish you were there to kiss me better
so am i doomed to a life ruined
for something out of my control?
when you destroyed yours,
stuck your claws in deep and tore it to pieces,
i thought—finally,
i’m no longer alone
tonight, we come full circle,
the bus i ride home smells only of
blood, flesh,
your ghost begs again for my forgiveness,
but betrayal only earns you my teeth in your throat

14 · ULRICH

UNTITLED
Catherine Ulrich
I know a field that is preserved
in its wildflower form,
each blade of grass and dandelion seed
miraculously chosen as the survivors of
what used to be;
the ground that held the fertile happenings
of insects, field mice, and all kinds of flora
now sits dormant
and a little lonely, I’m sure,
beneath the houses and pavement of the neighborhood.
No one can remember what those hills looked like, covered
with flowers.
But the dandelions do.
Sometimes I go to a field
and lay there to share
the sun’s warmth with the mice,
to feel the rain pat on my shoulders
like it pats on the grass blades,
to breathe in the same wind as those
dandelions, swaying…
I watch them, day by day,
and always in their place
when I come to visit, the dandelions grow.
And I’m growing, too.
No one can see me aging minutely
through the moments of my life.
But the dandelions do.
Someday,
when those bright yellow flowers lose their petals
and so, their pride and their youth,
and have become fragile and soft with age,
I will pick one.
And I will blow the flower, with
all of its memories, into the wind.
And from my breath to the breeze,
I hope a secret dandelion seed catches

VRIESE · 15

THE WICCAN
Sean Vriese
and plants itself sweetly in your garden
and becomes a weed you don’t care
or can’t bear to pick.
One day, I hope you notice those young, yellow petals:
how their stems adapt to the changing
winds, how they are relentless.
No one cares for a dandelion, but the
dandelion survives anyway.
How they thrive, alive,
so far from where they started,
how much they must have seen.
I hope you notice the dandelions one day
and say, “My, how much you’ve grown!”
And that you mean it, secretly,
for me.

Weep for forgone elegance!
Transfixed by din and tumble,
muddled not by magic,
through logic truth does hide.
In a dream dances vision
of a clean cottage which
follows form—it exists,
only in premonition.
Centuries countless fly by
to place a memory in an
addled mind—forever held,
this fantasy now lost.
Can mother do what mother will
after fire does cease?
It matters little to those
in sand and ash, buried deep.
And one acidic day we perish,
blasted by our folly.
N’one frigid day we cherish,
strangled by the holly.

16 · JANNSEN

LASHES
Avielle Jannsen
I sleep because
there’s nothing else to do.
I’m too good at thinking,
overthinking through.
I’m no good for me,
but I know I’m good for you.
I look good with my eyes closed.
I sleep and provide a view.
My lashes are long
so they fall down on
my cheeks.
Then I rub my eyes,
something to do instead of
think.
And so instead of thinking
I’m wishing on
the lashes that keep falling from
my eyes.
Wish they’d fall in instead
and help me, help me
cry.

HATCHER · 17

GROWING ROSES
Phillip Hatcher
Roses line the wide white face of my mother’s home.
I remember, as a child, the churning she would order me to do for her.
With every twist break and trowel cut, I tilled the spindled creature’s beds.
Busted the knotted and tangled roots of fungus and molded filbert shells.
Some kind of dimpled blanket she had me fold and tuck.
Every year their blooms became giant bowls beckoning.
Muddied green scaffold branches beneath like hung and outstretched skeletons.
Derby Hats sprouted from thorny bones; some display of tribute.
Bursts of cosmic mingled pink and porcelain.
Chalices of crimson. Cupped hands of sherbet orange.
Rarely seen is the work of worms that curate such beautiful things.
Presents are a barrier before prices paid hard.

18 · BATTEY

How

to

Enjoy

a

Party

Lyria Battey

1. You should never drink hot sauce plain.
2. You should never drink hot sauce plain, no matter how drunk you are.
3. You should never drink hot sauce plain especially if you are already five
drinks in and stumbling over yourself.
4. After you have drunk the hot sauce plain, clumsily pouring far too much
into your open mouth, you should never attempt to proudly exclaim that
it was no problem even as your mouth goes numb and your stomach
starts to churn.
5. You should never, after puking all over the three people in front of you,
the table, and the floor of your host who you have only met for the first
time that night, sit stunned briefly only to start laughing awkwardly.
6. You should never excuse yourself to the bathroom while everyone else is
still stunned without offering to help clean up or apologizing to the
several people now covered in your vomit.
7. You should never cry in a stranger’s bathroom.
8. You should never—while crying in said bathroom because you didn’t
really want to be here anyway but all of this started because you just
wanted people to think you were cool and fun—attempt to climb out of
the bathroom window.
9. You should never climb through a window unless absolutely necessary.
10. You should never forget your phone in a room you have now made
impossible for you to re-enter.
11. If you have followed even just one of the instructions thus far, you should
find yourself safe from lying drunk with your insides burning on the ground
beneath a stranger’s bathroom window, writhing in pain from what you
think may be a broken rib with no access to your phone. However, if you
have found yourself at this point, you should never attempt to pull
yourself up off the ground without alerting anyone and puking all over
the freshly mowed lawn from pain and alcohol.
12. You should never attempt to walk home drunk.
13. You should never attempt to walk home with a broken rib.
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14. You should never attempt to walk home drunk, with a broken rib, in the
middle of the night, from a place you have never been to before, with no phone.
15. You should never only realize when you have been walking for half an
hour and are starting to sober up that it is 26 degrees outside and you left
your coat at the party.
16. You should never enter a coat store looking like you are 3/4ths dead and
coated in your own vomit and tears.
17. While in said coat shop, when you realize your wallet was in your coat
with your phone, you should never start crying loudly in the middle of the
store.
18. When it becomes obvious that the clerk is calling someone, you should
not run out of the store as fast as you can, causing you to blackout briefly
from the pain in your rib.
19. You should never run directionless through a city at night while drunk.
20. You should never come to realize you don’t have your keys only after
searching out your apartment for three hours.
21. You should never attempt to break into your third-story apartment with
a rock you found outside.
22. You should never drop that rock on your foot instead of hitting the lock
with it.
23. If you have made it to this point, it may be inevitable, but if you can help it,
you should never curl up in front of your apartment door now painfully
sober and freezing with several broken bones; no wallet, phone, or keys;
vomit all over you, and no friends left in the world, and go to sleep.

20 · BAKER

THERE HAS ALWAYS BEEN A WANTING
Cassidy Baker
It started with wrapping
glass eyed dolls in blankets.
Bouncing limp bodies at mealtimes,
mashed potatoes dribbling
down plastic chins.
It had me practicing
adult things in dark basements.
Fingers missing buttons.
Aroused by the thought
of cracked latex.
It implored me to check
the viscosity of mucus.
Contort my hand inside myself.
Try to figure out if my cervix
resembled a nose.
It made bile uncontrollably
pour from my mouth.
Gag down dry saltines.
Sweet nurses pumping sugar water
through my veins.
It literally split me in two.
It had me begging for needles
to be shoved up my spine.
Defecating on a metal table.
“Please for the love of god,
take away that mirror!”
It left me passing clots of blood
in front of smiling visitors.
Filling mesh panties with ice.
Cold hands gently coaxing
my organs back into place.

BLUMENSHINE · 21

RIDE
David Blumenshine
It urged me to press a stranger’s face
against my swollen breast.
Smear lanolin on blistered nipples.
Measure level scoops of white powder
out of desperation.
It keeps me up all night
while I watch the rise and fall.
Sweat drenching my pillow.
Thinking of every way
it could be taken.

Catherine, your name is not
a vehicle here. there is no grace
no reference to a fruit’s spine.
Catherine is pure in a way
that’s similar to large government
sanctioned public spaces. we outlived
the saints in their flooded graves
I didn’t choose the things I need
to take accountability for
this is just
who I became. a history of violence.
a soft bite’s hard bit. the first night
in a new place.
my bladder betrays me.
i’d moved back to the city to really learn
this body. turns out the mothership is just
a fire alarm obscured by slumlord paints.
more light.

it takes more light
for stalks to climb, and swallowing
a seed never did threaten my body.

22 · WELCH

Shitty Hotel Moat:
A Recounting
Claire Welch

You can recall the ache as it sat low in your ribs, that dull throb for
which your heart maintained a slow rhythmic thumping. As if it struggled
to keep beat with the spinning fan above both you and her. It’s easy— to
remember the moments in between, when your labored breaths came and
went with ease rather than stuttering.
You replay each scene, each moment, like a treasured bit of film. Where
everything she’s ever said is a line of sassy dialogue at the climax. You
are at the tip of your seat to hear just an ounce more of her thoughts, her
feelings, her—everything.
She is sticky sweet from summer days and her plum fingers ripen with
the juices of long-melted popsicles you shared but a quarter of an hour ago;,
before you ever pulled back into the reclusive hotel room. You don’t know if
the buzzing under your skin is from the sugar high that still sits upon your
tongue, or if it is because of how near she lingers, just a few fingers away
plucking at the frayed fabric of a cheap bed cover.
It is like the curve of her mouth beckons you to fire.
Like she wants you to burn.
The beds in hotels are cheap and small, but you and her have seen worse.
So to you the room is but a big castle with a moat between the size of a
double bed. Where she is too near and too far, and you can’t figure out
how that is, or why the breath in your lungs spurts and sputters when she
laughs.
And when she does—laugh—the world lights up for her. It catches the
embers in your heavy chest and sparks flames to exist. You know she brings
colour to your cheeks with artistry of her amusement.

WELCH · 23

It’s hard, difficult, possibly impossible to not be swept up in her. In all of her.
In the speckling of well-placed freckles that to you make a map. Those little constellations you’ve memorized trail down a narrowed nose—and it’s beautiful.
She’s remarkable. Even when her brows, dark and beaten as the night sky, cinch
in frustration. Or, maybe, she’s more appealing then. When she nearly explodes,
built and pent up with emotion. So much so, she pinches at the bridge of her nose,
and…
You do nothing.
You sit there, lay there, count all of the things that make her better. All the
reasons she’s so far above you, that you are merely lucky to know her.
It’s easier to drown in the moat made by shitty hotel sheets.
It’s so much simpler to stitch your mouth to silence than it is to speak how you
feel, or felt, or still do.

24 · LAKE

I AM THE TEN PERCENT
Virginia Lake
Unless one is Davinci or Michelangelo, and this one is not,
there is little to celebrate being left-handed.
From trying to use a right-bladed can opener
I’ve torn the flesh across my right knuckles.
As anyone can see,
cameras, cell phones, and even door knobs
daily defeat me.
To people who say,
‘I’m ambidextrous,’
I say, ‘Forget about it.’
And to the smug, self-congratulatory right-handers,
I have this rejoinder.
We left-handers have one thing to crow about:
Our corpus callosum.
It processes input between left brain and right brain,
ours is bigger than yours.
About twelve percent bigger.
We think faster,
and broader and deeper,
and grasp more than one side of an issue,
all useful traits in a world so relentlessly
right-handed.

ANGLIN · 25

Ideology

Matthew Anglin

26 · HANSEN

CHRYSALIS
Aspen Hansen
As the dawn of grief opens I can feel
all of the arms of all those that cherish us
weaving a nest where we can be still for a while.
I do not know what we will become here.
In the small dark of our shells
we are unbound and mended
until we are more song and scar than skin.
I do not know
what your name will feel like in my mouth
tomorrow
when the scars will soften
how I will crack open into new truths.
All I know is that the sun is patient
and that light does not die
but instead sinks into our cold bodies
without fear
and becomes our warmth.
A cruel kind of miracle.

SHOMLER · 27

MAKE MY BODY A MUSEUM WHEN I DIE
Zeke Shomler
Crawl inside my mouth and poke around,
ooh and aah at my cavities and sideways wisdom
teeth. Let your children swing on my uvula,
good-natured wholesome fun, carve your name
inside my cheeks. Slide down my esophagus,
lined with plaques explaining the damage,
tiptoe around my emptied stomach.
Crawl through my arteries—look, how fun!
Create a place to rest inside my left ventricle.
Let my lungs be an exhibit to the force of air,
carefully explain the smoking damage. Get your
guided audio tours from the office in my eardrums.
Zap the nerves in my brain to make me talk,
let the kids input messages for the pure delight of it.
Let my legs walk you around, let my hands
cradle you for a while. Number every hair
on my arms, choose your favorite freckle.
Catalog the fat on my gut and the ovum
in my uterus and the curve of my fourth toe.
Sing my body electric. Run a trolley
up my calves and over the mountain of my knees.
Exhibit my tattoos, even the bad and faded ones.
See who can run the length of my torso the fastest
without tripping on my navel.
Tickets are free, admission is priceless.
Don’t forget to take a piece home for the Christmas tree.
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Training Wheels
Corry Hinckley

I am pedaling furiously alongside my
friends in a giant loop around our block,
the asphalt blurred to illusory softness. I
feel the urge to dangle my finger above
the street, to pet the whirring velvet surface. My fingernail grazes the ground and
the sting of it stops me from grinding my
fingertips into bloodstains. I’m seven, the
only one still using training wheels. Their
intermittent tapping tethers me to safety while I fly and giggle. White sunshine
blasts through thin blue ocean air creating
sharp shadows which surf the street, like
dolphins.
I take the training wheels off my bike
when I’m ten so I can ride in the annual
Spring Bike Rodeo with my schoolmates.
Our school’s DARE cop (I can’t remember his name, but he’s the one with the
cool car who pulled earnest, tearful essays
about alcoholic uncles out of eighth graders in exchange for T-shirts and intensely
masculine approval) brings along his Bike
Safety cop friends to run the event. The
school parking lot this morning is transformed. They haven’t put out the cones
yet, but the coordinated, easy flow of
friendly moms who wave and say things
like, ‘Come over for coffee cake tomorrow!’
is disrupted by a logjam of red-faced dads.

Driving the wrong direction and side-eyeing each other, they mutter and awkwardly wrestle beach cruisers out of trunks,
then rub black tire marks into their shortsleeve button up shirts. We crowd around
our friends’ bikes and “oooh” and “ahh.”
The dads say, “OK, knock ‘em dead,” or
make cowboy jokes, act like they are very
late for work and speed off again. (Moms
rushed to find, gather, take us; Dads were
always impatient to get somewhere we
weren’t.)
The balance of yellow sunbeams and
spring breezes is perfect for riding, but
mostly lends itself to an hour of safety lessons and waiting on the blacktop where
we would normally be playing four-square.
We are a row of bobbing bike helmets. The
sunglasses on the policemen look like golden mirrors, and I can’t stop looking at my
distorted reflection. We stick licenses onto
our bikes while cops tell us stories of stolen bikes, recovered because of these little
stickers. Wide-eyed with contempt at the
bad people who would steal our bikes, we
shake our sweaty helmet-heads and thank
blue-eyed Lutheran Jesus for policemen.
Valentine and I consult the paper fortune
teller to see who will live in a mansion with
Michael Jackson, four kids, and a Cadillac,
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[SCENE FIFTEEN]
Kurtis Matthew
I sing for the dead man,
the first I ever loved.
A brother I would have held
had I known I’d lose him,
would have kissed and cradled
would it not confuse him.
and who will live in a shack with 28 kids,
an old VW bug and Patrick Swayze. (I get
the shack but I’m happy to bear Johnny
Castle’s coordinated children.)
A kick from Maegan on the back of my
shoe and I’m second in line. The bike cop
looks like my teenage cousin who can do
backflips into swimming pools. He smiles
and bends down to check my helmet. I am
embarrassed that my helmet is sweaty. He
yells, “All clear,” and the other cop waves
me to the starting line. I move slow and
shaky through the course, focusing on not
knocking over cones, but especially on not
crying if I fall off.
The whistle trills so we trot to line up;
I am intoxicated with relief for unscathed
knees and both feet on solid ground, safely sandwiched between friends again. I
tip my face up, close my eyes. Sunshine
permeates my eyelids, melting me into its
peachy glowlight. I am in the realm of safe
chain link fencing, sweaty classmates, and
our teacher’s powdery perfume. Shadows
cross between the sun and me and they’re
unicorns (but more realistically seagulls).
I put my hands on Valentine’s shoulders
in front of me as we shuffle towards class
so I can keep my eyes closed a little longer.

He rests in black ribbons,
a gift from bones to bones,
the man whose only skin,
who ended before he began,
who would have been more
than all of us, had he not
opted to combust.
I’ve always needed him,
and now two minds
are not enough.
If only multiple hearts
could rest in a single ribcage.
We might not extinguish death,
but we might survive each other.
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BABEL
Jack Mitchell
i tell a man i know latin, he speaks
to me in italian, he asks me
‘do you know what this means?’
he must repeat himself three times because he looks
at my eyes the way i should look at his mouth i confess that
i dont know. ‘and yet it moves,’ he shows me
a map of uruguay, a clumsy somersault,
that place underground where we all dance naked.
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OPUS
Casey Ash
If you listened to the songs of my soul,
with no knowledge of the form from which they truly flow,
as the coda came to a close,
would they provide in you an image of home?
If I let you hear them,
gave you tickets to the show,
would their coloratura call to you,
would you answer their notes?
If my melody was a guide,
lighting gently your way,
would it be my face you searched for,
in rooms with cacophonies overlayed?
If another’s tune you heard,
a glissando to a giocoso refrain,
would you be put off, distract,
hearing in my song suddenly only lack?
And if after trial and trek,
our melodies finally combined,
would they produce harmony and hymn,
or would dissonance unbind?
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THE AWAY WOMAN
(INSPIRED BY HER LOVED ONES)
Phillip Hatcher
What if I told you justice died last night?
Not defeated in a battle of glory but alone, in an exhale.
Justice died on the fourth floor of a parking garage.
Between the dark, below skyscrapers’ eyes
floors illuminated with people in warmth and libation.
Above the lit streets littered with late night wanderers.
Weekend warriors, bakers, and fishermen alike
and the walkers walking only to keep warm, for sleep was
worse.
Strugglin’ with shopping carts and—
It was January during a cold snap when Miss B found
that sleep had become a lot warmer in that concrete corner.
Some kindness that was more accessible than all the turned
away hands.
And we stand here still with an army of questions
not finding any treasure for answers.
Disregarding the ax next to the tree in the road.
We found her in the morning
gone before she left
when we finally took her in.
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Foodcarts, 2020
Carter Silago
Cinestill 800 35mm Film
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TRANSUBSTANTIATION
Jack Mitchell
one time i was small and fat,
plump as a finger,
and i got around (let me tell you)
by writhing. all movement
was writhing. though,
on occasion, i would wriggle.
everything that could be eaten
was eaten and i ate it. fruit
snacks, granola bars, honey
cheerios, big leaves, little leaves,
a hundred thousand books.
hungry, hungry little child.
one time i was so small,
and so fat, and so plump,
that i sealed my nakedness
in a quilt. tucked myself
in like a letter and licked
myself shut in there.
there was not even enough
room to writhe, much less
wriggle. so with not much
else to do, i prayed.
one time i am so small,
and so fat, and so plump,
and so sprawled in the sunsand,
that i am wriggling like an eel
and walking like a man. i am
putting my hair
in your hands and feeling
myself, full as a quilt.
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THE HUNTER
Casey Ash
silent small invisible, protected undetected
long tucked away in closets
hung beside the coats
whiskered friend sat beside me
poised for the approach
silent small invisible, protected undetected
obscured were the tears
restrained was the breath
mute were the sobs
these which stained my death
silent small invisible, protected undetected
bright heavens i then believed in
twinkled, a light
his bow and arrow perched to flight
stinging through the night
“each winter will I return to you
bright gemstone you can see
safety I will bring you
security indeed
fret not in the brightness
for in darkness you will see
even light there is among it
strong with consistency.”
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ODE TO GROTHENDIECK
Liam Cooper

ϵ ÉTAT SECOND

“too: beings in Being”
I sit and conjure with
a French mathematician
who died years ago.
Who saw something ominous
in his work
and ordered it destroyed
to save humanity from itself.
I do not understand cohomology
nor topos, nor motifs,
Wing’d Inertia
the monk in the jaune djellaba
* hermit/recluse/ascetic/anchorite/etc.

who struggled with and ultimately left
						academics
sent vituperative letters
turned away reporters
blasphemed abbots –
zut allurs,
Voilà!
Compare to this
(the juxtaposing, paratactic semicolon);
an orange cat curled on a plush, blue robe.
(NB: R2 = 0.997)
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THOUGHT FEATHERS
Ashley Yang-Thompson
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Housebroke
S Graham

My sister and I are all bent knees and
elbows sitting on the kitchen counter,
bare feet in the sink. Krystal’s skin looks
blue under the glow of a long, humming
bulb overhead; a cluster of bug carcasses
in the plastic light cover makes a shadow
on her shoulder like a bruise. She reaches
to a slat in the window, the one with
a silver crack in it, and flicks a pair of
clinging love bugs outside.
We are alone again. This time dad’s
probably fishing illegal snapper off the
gulf coast on a crusty boat called Blondie. Probably sunburned and shirtless.
Probably with his hand sunk deep into
a cooler of beer. He claims to have built
all the malls in Florida, but Krystal says
if he were that important, we wouldn’t
be buying clothes at the flea market and
food at the dollar store.
There’s no telling whether or not
he’ll be back when he promised, but
that doesn’t worry me yet. The rules are
always the same: money is for food, no
going outside at night, and because I’m
eleven and she is fourteen—Krystal is the
one in charge.
All the lamps are on. In here and over
at Barb’s place, where our only neighbors
are making another noisy scene. Barb’s
pacing her carport in a fit, waving a skinny cigarette in one hand, holding a fat
roll of duct tape in the other. The loose
elastic on her yellow terry cloth romper is
about to give up and expose a nipple.
According to Barb, there’s an alligator
under her dinette. She hollers for Rusty

to get the damn thing gone. Barb is
always hollering at Rusty.
“Batshit,” Krystal says.
“Bonkers,” I say.
Our trailer has been here since before
we were born. It doesn’t so much nestle
into the khaki grass as it slumps, cruddy
and exhausted. Our only neighbors for
miles are Barb and her sometimes-lover
Rusty who live in the cinder block and
stucco palace opposite the trailer, across
a skinny canal we call The Green Finger
on account of a thin layer of duckweed
growing on top.
Every spring, a dozen golden fuzzy
ducklings hatch among the palmetto
fronds, then their mama leads them to
The Finger, and one by one they jump
into the water after her. But they’re
gone before the summer starts—eaten by
something or another. One time Krystal
saw a river hawk snatch a straggler off
the water and cut back into the sky so
quickly that the mama duck just kept
swimming straight ahead toward the lake
like she never noticed. Krystal doesn’t
count the baby ducks anymore, but I do.
We are wearing bathing suits under
our clothes; dirty underwear is piled in a
heap by the toilet or washed and forgotten, growing stiff over the side of the tub.
We spent our last wrinkled dollars on
three dented cans of spaghetti, a pack of
pillow-size maxi pads, and a VHS rental
at Plaza Video. I don’t know if there’s
really a gator inside Barb’s place, but
just the thought of it lights me up from
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the inside. Makes me wish we were still
going to school so I could tell Jen Springer about it and see the look on her face.
We know it’s four days in a row we
can miss before the school starts calling,
ten before they send a skinny secretary—
the one with gobs of phony clip-on gems
dragging her earlobes long like chewed
gum—down the dirt road in her pokey
sedan to declare us truant. Her hair is
always sprayed so stiff it looks like the
curlers are still in. She left a letter on the
screen door this week while we were on
a supply run. TO THE GUARDIANS
OF typed crooked across the front of the
pastel pink envelope. Krystal didn’t open
it before she lit it on fire in the kitchen
and threw the burning paper in an old
coffee can. We danced in circles around
the flames, howling until the smoke alarm
went off. Then we tore out the battery
and danced more.
The pizza box we shoved in the broken bathroom skylight has gone soggy at
the edges, allowing in the kind of frogs
with eyes like black buttons. They stick
to the mirror with those long fingers
and watch us while we brush our teeth. I
snatched one once and showed Krystal
its tiny heart beating under gossamer,
opal skin. She let out a tight scream and
slapped it out of my hand.
It happens more than a person might
think, animals in the house. Squirrels
nest in a closet, a rat snake curls up in
the tub. If you let the grass grow high
enough, the outside forgets where it ends,

and wild things start slithering in.
“He’d better not kill it,” Krystal says,
chewing on her bottom lip a little.
“Better not.” I echo, wondering how
many ducks we could have with one less
gator lurking.
Barb keeps on pacing and smoking her
cigarette, disappearing most of it in one
slender drag. Finally bored, Krystal hops
off the counter and shakes Raisin Bran
crumbs into our dirty palms, then sets off
around the room drawing the curtains,
telling me we ain’t nobody’s business.
But nobody’s ever out there except Rusty
and Barb, and they don’t care a lick
about us.
We dry-swallow all the cereal dust in
the house. Krystal tips her head next to
my feet in the sink and turns on the tap.
“There’s two cans of Beefaroni left,”
she says, wiping her wet chin with a dirty
dish towel, “but he’ll be back before then.”
“He’ll be back before then.” I agree,
but we really can’t know.
We measure Dad’s absences in empty
cans and boxes. We break the rules and
cut across miles of shaggy fields to the
gas station after dark for pull-tab cans
of syrupy fruit cocktails. Krystal teaches
me how to slide Slim-Jims up my shirt
without getting caught. The golden-tooth
cashier lets us take-a-penny from the
bowl even though we never leave one. We
pluck sand spurs from the bottoms of our
flip-flops and share Cokes in the parking lot while the parts in our hair grow
tender under a vicious sun.
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Sometimes I think my sister likes
when our dad is gone—the way I do—but
then I see her dusting the top of his
dresser, around the empty bottles of cologne and under the aftershave, or I catch
her holding back tears while we boil the
last hot dog in the package, and I wonder
if she feels a different way than I do.
If you ask her if she’s scared alone
when it’s dark—here where the bobcats
make soft paths in the weeds between
our place and the stand of ancient, mossy
oaks—she’ll roll her eyes at you and sigh.
I know it’s not snakes and gators,
or the tree frogs with the big eyes that
scare my sister. Instead, it’s a feeling
that gnaws at her during our father’s
long absences—a feeling in her stomach
that makes her chew bits of toilet roll
cardboard to a pulp until they turn into
something she can swallow. That feeling
is what scares my sister, though I don’t
know because I’ve ever asked. I know
because that’s what scares me, too.
A buzz-saw commotion of cicadas
surges and wanes, opening a silence too
golden to waste; I let out a long, high
whistle at Barb through the window, but
she won’t look. There’s a rattle of dishes, the scrape of chair legs on linoleum.
Rusty’s overgrown body takes up the
doorway in front of Barb, backside first.
“Don’t wreck the damn place,” Barb
hollers. A handful of night birds scatter into the dark like tossed confetti. I
squeeze Krystal’s shoulder, but she
shrugs me off.

I feel a deep and sudden sadness for
those springtime baby ducks following
behind their mama, paddling hard to
keep up, without so much as a flinch of
suspicion they’re gonna be eaten soon by
something hungry.
Krystal and I pass a can of oily
noodles in orange sauce back and forth
between us over the sink as we watch
Barb rummage around in the trunk of
Rusty’s Topaz; one flat ass cheek sags out
of her terry cloth shorts. The beam of a
flashlight flickers and we watch it ghost
across the weeds, reaching for the edge
of the canal. A meaty prehistoric groan
rides to our window on a breeze.
Krystal shushes me, though I’m as
quiet as a mouse.
I can hear my own heartbeat.
Then, without ceremony—as if he’s
done it a hundred times—Rusty rakes a
hissing, six-foot alligator out of Barb’s
house by its tail, over the polished carport concrete, and across the moonlit
yard. The gator thrashes the whole way,
black as water except for a pale streak of
belly, a flare of amber night eyes. There’s
a silver loop of duct tape wrapped
around its toothy snout.
Barb sets down the flashlight at the
edge of the canal. The light shines toward
us sitting in the window, obscuring their
two crouching silhouettes. I tell myself I
don’t want to see whatever is about to
happen, that I don’t want to watch the
neighbors do something terrible to that
alligator just because he lost his way. But
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I can’t help looking.
There’s a twisted harmony of lamenting grunts, a doleful splash, as Rusty
and Barb shove that gator right into the
water. My sister’s feet press lightly on
mine in the kitchen sink.
“Did you see him take off the tape?” I
whisper.
“No,” she says back, “the sonofabitch.”
“Sonofabitch.” I agree.
We watch the flashlight cut a path
back to Barb’s, but we don’t care what
happens next.
Krystal scrapes sauce from the bottom of the can. “Open up, baby bird,” she
says plainly, putting the spoon’s handle
in her mouth to feed me.
We’ll probably hear dad’s tires
crunching up the gravel driveway soon,
the screen door banging behind him as
he arrives with a plastic sack of snapper
on each wrist—perfect for frying, perfect
for tearing apart with a fork, just perfect—and we’ll tell him about what Barb
had under her table, how we watched the
whole ordeal from the kitchen window.
He’ll laugh so hard about it—his mouth
open fully—exposing fish on the back of
his tongue, a flash of scale between his
teeth. Even Krystal will laugh then. I bet
he’ll be home real soon. My sister probably thinks so, too.
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